I. INTRODUCTION
Today Web is main source of information. Web is network of interconnected Hyperlinks on Internet. Web is accessed with the help of web browser [2] .
To reach particular page most of the user use search engines. Web Crawler is a main component of Search Engine. Web Crawler automatically browses Web and downloads information for Search engine [1] . Search engine needs updated information to generate results for user queries. Web crawler revisit web sites for search of updates.
Yuan, et al. perform analysis to web log of University of Alberta web site in 2002. They find that maximum 40.6% of total web traffic is generated by web crawler [15] .
In 2010 Sun, et al analysis log file of many different web sites. They find average 50% of web request is generated by web crawler [13] .
Authors propose approach to use a dynamic web page. This dynamic web support query. Web crawler send HTTP GET request with parameter. Dynamic web page checks parameter and generate response to web crawler having list URLs of updated web pages.
In this paper section two is about related work done in this research area. Section three has approach used with figure.
Simulator used for experiment is in section four. Section five has experiment with tables. Data analysis with graph is in section six. Conclusion and references are at last
II. RELATED WORK
To reduce the crawling traffic and to find updates effectively, research is being conducted in different areas.
One of the proposed approach is to place web crawler in different geographical areas. Web crawler downloads web pages within its geographical area [7] .
Other solution is placing active routers in key place in network. Active routers record underling traffic for indexing [15] .
Another proposed scheme is to place mobile crawler at web server. Crawler check updates in web site and send updates for indexing to search engine [6, 11] .
Unethical crawler cause problems to network, web servers. Causing denial of service, copying user private information and downloading copyright data [14] .
Research is in progress on Crawler ethics. Researchers have derived the formula to calculate the ethicality of web crawler [13] III. APPROACH USED 
IV. SIMULATOR
In experiment we use web site of 21 web pages. General structure of web site is in Figure 2 . Web site deployed on Apache Tomcat 6.0.18 J2ee Web server. Dynamic web page and list data structure is coded in JAVA and JSP. Web crawler is coded in java. LAST_VISIT parameter passed is millisecond time of system, return by java function (System.currentTimeMillis()).same millisecond time is maintained in "list"data structure. First we perform crawling on web site using old approach. Then we perform crawling using proposed approach. 
VII. CONCLUSION
With this approach crawler can ask the web server what is new on server. It is very easy to implement on today's infrastructure.
Crawler can easily send the queries with request URLs. Many different types of queries can be implemented with this scheme. Other metadata of web pages sharing can also be implemented with this idea.
